
Round 11: Brunswick Tackers Versus McLeod B 

What a great game! There were wonderful skills and sportsmanship displayed from both sides. 

For the Brunswick camp, news quickly spread that Hudson was “good to play,” and as captain of the side, 

his first quarter was terrific. 

Our game began with some great tap work from Miles (in fact, working in tandem, Miles and Liam KC 

dominated the ruck all day). We fought hard for that first centre clearance, but it was our defence that had 

to hold against a lot of pressure. Strong marks were taken down back by Hudson, Will Currie and Isaiah.  

Will Cole earned himself a free kick in defence, and Nathan continuously repelled the oppositions attack. 

Hudson had two (or was it three?) inspirational runs though the centre. Riley showed courage when the 

ball entered our attack and Seamus marked truly. 

Highlights for the first term was Hudson’s run and dash. Well done Hudson. 

This reporter missed our coach’s quarter time address, but others recalled a stirring rev up! Whatever Mark 

said worked a treat because the ball barely left our forward line. 

Aiden came on for the second quarter and had an instant impact. His follow ups and second efforts 

culminated toward our first goal. Liam Stocky was determined in attack, there was a wonderful pass from Si 

over to Will Currie, and some “never give up” chasing from Nathan. Our defence was tight; exemplified by a 

committed smother from Alex. Later Alex was awarded a free kick for his efforts. The quarter also had a 

specky from Jonah, who has eyes only for the ball. Well played Anthony, Zach and Owen,  this quarter was 

marked by hard work and team spirit, best illustrated by some great shepherding. Frankly Aidens quarter 

was sensational, but for mine Alex’s commitment in defence was equally encouraging for all. 

In the third term both Jonah and Nathan played particularly well. Nathan and Nicolas continued to repel 

the opposition, and Jonah took another specky. Oliver showed poise to take a wonderful mark in attack, 

and in defence Josh and Hamish combined together to announce “you’re not getting the ball past us.” 

There was often smart switches of play which usually ended with run and carry from the speedy Antonio. 

There was another thoughtful switch of play from Jonah who passed it to Si. Jonah then kept running to 

fraught the opposition with an intercept. Throughout the quarter Miles showed great over all presence 

when the ball was most hotly contested, this often allowed Brunswick  to win vital possession. Freddy 

worked hard to win a contested ball and Liam KC “clunked” some big grabs (overhead work which Christian 

took great delight in—I’ve borrowed Christian’s  term “clunking marks”). 

The final term began with Nathan awarded for a good tackle, which then stared a great run of play from 

Antonio. Josh and Hamish helped each other and fought for possession out on the wing, but it was Aiden 

who won the clearance and his long kick found Oliver. Oliver kept his composure and kicked truely. Well 

done Oliver those goals are hard to come by and it was rich reward for the teams hard work. I’ve now 

gotten lost in all the excitement so sorry if I’ve missed any important details but all I can say is that we were 

all terrific. There was a lovely pass from Jonah to Freddy who marked well. Freddy ate up the clock with a 

long shot on goal that almost cleared the pack going through for a rushed behind. Isaiah was awarded a 

holding the ball, and Seamus  showed great run. 

The final siren sounds out. 

Marks final words placed emphasis on the pride our team takes in good sportsmanship. 

“Good Sportsmanship,” a fine credo.  

After such a tremendous team effort there was nothing left to do but sing the song with unified gusto. 

 


